Introduction
In [l] , [4] a control problem in Banaoh spaoes has been considered where the state equation (not only the right-hand side of the equation) essentially depends upon the control function* An upper bound for the diameter of the set of optimal controls is given, and under certain restrictions to some parameters the uniqueness of optimal control is proved* In paper [3] we have examined a control problem for a seaond order linear ordinary differential equation whose coefficient of the first derivative in the state equation is acting as the control funotion* In spite of the faot that the assumptions needed in [1], [4] are not fulfilled by this special problem we were able to give theorems analogous to those in [1], [4] * At this we made use of the main ideas due to Bruokner [1] . In the present paper we want to generalise these results to the case that not the aoeffioient itself is the aontrol but the aoeffioient depends nonlinearly on the oontrol (of. (2)).
We confine our considerations mainly to the uniqueness problem. But since the existence of optimal controls is an obvious consequenoe of properties which are used to prove their uniqueness we have added some remarks concerning the existence question in a separate section at the end of the paper.
Necessary optimality conditions, which are also sufficient under some circumstanoes, can be formulated without greater difficulties on the basis of paper [2] in the same way as we have done it in [3] for the partioular oase mentioned above* 2. Problem Statement, notations We use the same notations as in [3] * In partioular, K denotes the set of all real numbers and (a,b), a, beE, a given interval. L , and the pairing between these both spaces will be denoted by All functions are real-valued.
We consider a control problem which is described by Here the functions f, g, heL 2 (a,b), ^, S 2 &L 00 (a f b), and the constants f>0, 0 are given. We suppose that There exists a unique weak solution to the boundary value problem (2) for any fixed ueO^, and the estimate
holds.
Proof* The lemma is an immediate consequence of the generalized Lax-Uilgram Theorem. To verify (8) we notia« b (9) Vue Uad,Vye Hj(a,b), JTiy.yJ + jr^y.y) -llyllf+J* e(u)yy'dx; a
Again, let aeU^ be fixed. Then relation (6) is equiT«~ lent to the operator equation Proof. The stated inequalities may be concluded by combining the inequalities proved in the above lemmas.
According to Lemma 2 each u e. U a< j is assigned a unique solution yeHl(a,b) to the boundary value problem (2). In other words, this boundary value problem defines an operator S mapping U a(J into H^(a,b). We put 
Unlg uaneaa
Now wa may turn over to the problem of uniqueness of optimal controls to (1-3)« In this paragraph wa shall make uaa of the following notations. As above, let uQ, n1e Og.. Then u^ -(1->)uQ + eD^, and y^ « Su^ for any A e|0»''] ( cf * (17)). We notice
In addition we put
The first theorem gjLvea an upper bound for the diameter of the set of optimal oontrols without any further restrictions. Theorem 1. For any two optimal oontrols uQ and u.j to problem (1-3) we have ||u0-u1||^45" 1 £k 2 c1 Yb-T (k||f|| + i|g||) flfll.
Proof.
Assume uQ, u^e Uft(j to be optimal and distinct. With the notations introduced above it is V*e[0,l], KII^O-A)«^ -yj, + -y^.
Wa apply twice Lemma 5 to y^ -yQ and y^-y^, respectively, and because of (18) For the first term we may write
»lld-Myp+A^-all 2 -IIyA-«ll 2 "
Since the right-hand aid« is the same as +2y* -2«.
-II*J 2 + 2(7} "8.
(cf. (19)) the inequality beoomes The assumption d>0 implies a oontradiotion and thus the assertion is true. In the proof of the previous theorem we have estimated above ||a A H^ by || u 0 -a.,||, whiah is not enough to prove the uniqueness of optimal control* For this we need an estimate above 2 by ||u Q -u. ||| given in the next lemma. Lemma 6. In the above notations we have Because of (5) Utilising Cauchy-Sohwars inequality and again Lemma 4 we finally obtain the desired estimate. The next theorem shows that appropriate choice of the parameters 5 and t in the" cost functional (1) leads to a uniquely determined optimal control (see also Theorem 3). This gives the uniqueness of optimal control if (27) is fulfilled.
We remark that both Theore|ms 1 and 2 are generalizations of corresponding theorems proved in [3] for the particular case c(x,u) » u.
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Existence
In this section we briefly deal with the existenoe problem for optimal oontrols to (1-3)* In the case c(x,u) « awe have formulated an existence theorem without any constraints to the parameters <5 an|d £ ( cf. [3j] ). In the more general ease considered here we have Theorem 3, Under the assumption (27) there is at least one optimal control to (1-3)* Proof.
The set U a(j is convex, dosed, and bounded in L^(a,b), and therefore weakly compact in L^(a,b). The cost functional J(u) -J(Su,u), ueU ad c L 2 (a,b), (cf. (17)) is beoause of (28) (strong) oonvex and because of Lemma 5 continuous on U a< j» Thus J is weakly lower-semioontinuous on U a< j. The general Veierstrass Theorem assures that the functional j attains its infimum in at least one u o e U ad . (See for example [5] and [6] ). The question of existenoe in oase of (27) is not satisfied and c(u) depends nonlinearly on the control remains open. Usinc some general results| proved in [2] we may state only the existenoe of a subset V dense in L (a,b) such that our problem (1-3) has a solution for any he V, But there is no criterion by means of which we can decide if a given heL (a,b) belongs to this set.
